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Abstract

When ultrasonic guided waves in an immersed plate are expressed as Debye series, they are considered as the result of successive reflections from the plate walls. Against all expectations, the Debye series can diverge for any geometry if inhomogeneous waves are involved in the problem. For an anisotropic elastic plate immersed in a fluid, this is the case if the incidence angle is greater than the first critical angle.

Physically, this divergence can be explained by the energy coupling between two inhomogeneous waves of same kind of polarization, which are expressed by conjugate wavenumbers. Each of these latter inhomogeneous waves does not transfer energy but a linear combination of them can do it. Mathematically, this is due to the fact that inhomogeneous waves do not constitute a basis orthogonal in the sense of energy, contrarily to homogeneous waves. To avoid that difficulty, an orthogonalization of these inhomogeneous waves is required. Doing so, nonstandard upgoing and downgoing waves in the plate are introduced to ensure the convergence of the new Debye series written in the basis formed by these latter waves.

The case of an aluminum plate immersed in water illustrates this study by giving numerical results and a detailed description of the latter nonstandard waves. The different reflection and refraction coefficients at each plate interface are analyzed in terms of Debye series convergence and of distribution of energy fluxes between the waves in the plate. From that investigation, an interesting physical phenomenon is described for one specific pair “angle of incidence/frequency”. For this condition, the quasi-energy brought by the incident harmonic plane wave crosses the plate without any conversion to reflected waves either at the first interface or at the second interface. In this zone, there is a perfect impedance matching between the fluid and the plate.
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1 Introduction

The propagation of elastic waves in an elastic layer sandwiched between two half-spaces can be modeled by using Debye series \[1\], \textit{i.e.} the total field is considered as the result of multiple reflections/refractions \[2\] at the interfaces. This technique has been fruitfully used for elastic cylindrical rods \[3\], for spherical elastic layers \[4\], and for plates \[5\].

Unfortunately, the Debye series can diverge for any geometry if inhomogeneous waves are involved in the problem. For an anisotropic elastic plate immersed in a fluid (\textit{cf.} Fig. 1), this is the case if the incidence angle is greater than the first critical angle (see for example \[6\]). Physically, this divergence can be explained by the energy coupling between two inhomogeneous waves of same kind of polarization, which are expressed by conjugate wavenumbers. Each of these latter inhomogeneous waves does not transfer energy but a linear combination of them can do it. Mathematically, this is due to the fact that inhomogeneous waves do not constitute a basis orthogonal in the sense of energy, contrarily to homogeneous waves.

To avoid that difficulty, an orthogonalization of these inhomogeneous waves is required. Doing so, \textit{upgoing and downgoing waves} in the plate are defined differently than the usual way. It is then shown that using these \textit{nonstandard progressive waves} ensures the convergence of the Debye series. Consequently, in our knowledge, this provides an efficient solution to an old unresolved problem.

In the first part, the theoretical background for modeling a layer sandwiched between two half-spaces by Debye series is reminded. In the second part, the study of the multiple reflections/refractions, in terms of energy, is done in the case of the more general anisotropic elastic plates. It is emphasized that the Debye series can diverge when using the usual exponential upgoing and downgoing solutions, and that the orthogonalization, in the sense of energy, of such wave basis yields the convergence of the series. Finally, the case of an aluminum plate immersed in water illustrates this study by giving numerical results. From an investigation of the reflection and refraction coefficients at the two interfaces, it is shown how their values, which depend on the choose of the orthogonal basis, influence the Debye series convergence and the interferences within the plate. In particular, an interesting physical phenomenon is described for one specific pair “angle of incidence/frequency”. For this condition, the quasi-energy brought by the incident harmonic plane wave crosses the plate without any conversion to reflected waves either at the first interface or at the second interface. In this zone, there is a perfect impedance matching between the fluid and the plate.

2 Principles of Debye series modeling

An anisotropic elastic plate, parallel to the $xy$-plane and perpendicular to the $z$-direction, is immersed in a fluid and insonified by a time-harmonic plane wave of incidence angle $\theta$ and angular frequency $\omega$, the propagation direction being in the $xz$-plane (\textit{cf.} Fig. 1). The received energy is firstly converted into elastodynamic waves in the plate and then released to the fluid above (reflected wave) and below (transmitted wave). The so-called “Debye series modeling” consists in writing the elastodynamic field in the plate as the sum of downgoing and upgoing waves successively reflected at each interface. The energy is progressively released to the fluid at each reflection/refraction.
2.1 Theoretical background

2.1.1 Incident and reflected field

The incident (downgoing) time-harmonic plane wave in the fluid is characterized by the acoustic pressure
\[ p_{\text{inc}}(z) \exp[i \omega (\tau - s_x x)] , \]
where:
\[ p_{\text{inc}}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[i \omega s_z (z - h)] = a_{\text{inc}} \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[i \omega s_z (z - h)] , \quad z > h , \]  
\( \tau \) denoting time, \( s_x = \sin(\theta) / c \) the slowness in the \( x \)-direction, \( s_z = \cos(\theta) / c \) the slowness in the \( z \)-direction, \( c \) the sound velocity in the fluid, \( \rho \) the density, \( 2h \) the thickness of the plate, \( z = \omega z \) and \( H = \omega h \) frequency-position products. The coefficient \( \sqrt{2 s_z / \rho} \) is due to normalization with respect to the mean power flux in the \( z \)-direction, that is, the mean power flux is negative and equal to \( -|a_{\text{inc}}|^2 \).

Due to the Snell-Descartes law related to the reflection/refraction of the harmonic plane wave of this study, the factor \( \exp[i \omega (\tau - s_x x)] \), containing the dependence with respect to time \( \tau \) and abscissa \( x \), necessarily appears in all expressions of acoustic fields. Hence, the latter factor will be then omitted below.

Thus, the reflected (upgoing) field is given by:
\[ p_{\text{ref}}(z) = a_{\text{ref}} \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[-i \omega s_z (z - h)] , \quad z > h , \]
and its mean power flux in the \( z \)-direction is positive and equal to \( |a_{\text{ref}}|^2 \).

2.1.2 Transmitted field

The transmitted (downgoing) field in the fluid below the plate is characterized by:
\[ p_t(z) = a_t \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[i \omega s_z (z + h)] , \quad z < -h . \]
and its mean power flux in the \( z \)-direction is negative and equal to \( -|a_t|^2 \).

Figure 1: An elastic plate immersed in a fluid, insonified by a plane wave of incidence angle \( \theta \).
2.1.3 Plate vibration

By using Stroh sextic formalism (e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]), the vibrational state of the elastic anisotropic plate is described by the following six-dimensional vector:

\[
U(z) = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{v}(z) \\
\mathbf{\sigma}_z(z)
\end{bmatrix}, \quad -h < z < h,
\]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is the velocity vector and \( \mathbf{\sigma}_z \) the stress in the \( z \)-direction.

Note that this six-dimensional vector is not the most commonly used, the latter containing the displacement vector \((-i \omega^{-1} \mathbf{v})\) and the vector \((i \omega^{-1} s_x^{-1} \mathbf{\sigma}_z)\) (e.g., [11], [15], [16]).

The state vector \( \mathbf{U} \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\mathbf{U}(z) = \mathcal{N}(z) \mathbf{a} = \Xi \mathcal{E}(z) \mathbf{a},
\]

where the matrix \( \Xi = \begin{bmatrix} \xi_1 & \cdots & \xi_6 \end{bmatrix} \) contains the six-dimensional polarization vectors such that \( \xi_{\alpha} = \left( \mathbf{v}_\alpha^T \mathbf{\tau}_\alpha^T \right)^T \). The polarization vectors \( \mathbf{v}_\alpha \) and \( \mathbf{\tau}_\alpha \) are related to the velocity field and the stress field in the \( z \)-direction, respectively. The diagonal matrix \( \mathcal{E}(z) = \text{diag} \left[ \exp \left( -i \zeta_{\alpha} z \right) \right]_{1 \leq \alpha \leq 6} \) represents the propagation, \( \zeta_{\alpha} \) denoting the slowness in the \( z \)-direction. The six pairs \( (\zeta_{\alpha}, \xi_{\alpha})_{1 \leq \alpha \leq 6} \) are the solutions of the following eigenvalue equation:

\[
\mathcal{S} \xi_{\alpha} = \zeta_{\alpha} \xi_{\alpha},
\]

where \( \mathcal{S} \) is the real-valued Stroh matrix defined by:

\[
\mathcal{S} = \begin{bmatrix}
-s_x (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{n})^{-1} (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{m}) \\
s_x^2 \left[ (\mathbf{m} \cdot \mathbf{m}) - (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{n}) (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{m})^{-1} (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{m}) \right] - \rho_0 \mathbb{I}_3 & -s_x (\mathbf{m} \cdot \mathbf{n}) (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{n})^{-1}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

which depends on the elasticity stiffness tensor, the density \( \rho_0 \), the slowness \( s_x \) and the unit vectors \( \mathbf{m} \) and \( \mathbf{n} \) of the \( x \) and \( z \) axes, respectively.

Indeed, the diamond \( \diamond \) bilinear product of two vectors \( \mathbf{a} = (a_1, a_2, a_3)^T \) and \( \mathbf{b} = (b_1, b_2, b_3)^T \), associated with the elastic stiffness tensor \( (c_{ijklm}) \), is the matrix \( (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{b}) \) such that \( (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{b})_{im} = c_{ijklm} a_j b_k \), with the Einstein summation notation. This bilinear product has been already introduced by Lothe and Barnett in 1976 [11], but with the notation \( \langle ab \rangle \). We prefer the notation \( \langle \mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{b} \rangle \) to avoid any ambiguity with the product of two numbers \( a \) and \( b \). Furthermore, this bilinear product has been applied in the literature to unit vectors only whereas it can be used with other vectors. Such notation is of interest to obtain compact expressions of different physical quantities, as will be emphasized in the next section [see for example Eq. (35)].

The symmetry properties of the elastic stiffness tensor implies that (11 and 17):

\[
(\mathbf{b} \diamond \mathbf{a}) = (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{b})^T \quad \text{and} \quad (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{b}) \mathbf{d} = (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{d}) \mathbf{b}.
\]

In addition, for any non-zero real vector \( \mathbf{a} \), the square matrix \( (\mathbf{a} \diamond \mathbf{a}) \) is symmetric positive-definite [11].

The eigenvalue problem [6] admits real solutions, i.e. \( \zeta_{\alpha} \) and \( \xi_{\alpha} \) are real, and pairs of complex conjugate solutions, i.e. \( \zeta_{\alpha+3} = \zeta_{\alpha}^* \) and \( \xi_{\alpha+3} = \xi_{\alpha}^* \), where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugation. They correspond to homogeneous (or bulk) waves and conjugate inhomogeneous (or surface) waves, respectively.
2.1.4 The scattering problem to solve

The continuity of normal component of the velocity vector and normal stress vector at each interface yields the following 4-by-8 systems of equations:

\[
\mathbf{K} \mathbf{N}(H) \mathbf{a} = a_{\text{inc}} \mathbf{h}_{\text{down}} + a_{\text{ref}} \mathbf{h}_{\text{up}},
\]

at the top edge of the plate, and:

\[
\mathbf{K} \mathbf{N}(-H) \mathbf{a} = a_{\text{tr}} \mathbf{h}_{\text{down}},
\]

at its bottom edge. The matrix \( \mathbf{K} \) and the vectors \( \mathbf{h}_{\text{up}} \), \( \mathbf{h}_{\text{down}} \) are defined by:

\[
\mathbf{K} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{\text{up}} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sqrt{2 s_z / \rho} \\
0 \\
0 \\
-\sqrt{2 \rho / s_z}
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\mathbf{h}_{\text{down}} = \begin{pmatrix}
-\sqrt{2 s_z / \rho} \\
0 \\
0 \\
-\sqrt{2 \rho / s_z}
\end{pmatrix},
\]

Hence, in each expression, the first row corresponds to the normal component of the velocity vector and the last three rows give the normal components of the stress. Equations (9) and (10) constitute a eight-by-eight linear system with unknowns being the two coefficients \( a_{\text{ref}} \) (reflected wave above the plate) and \( a_{\text{tr}} \) (transmitted wave below the plate), and the six components of the vector \( \mathbf{a} \) associated with the six elastodynamic waves in the plate.

Linearity implies that:

\[
a_{\text{ref}} = r a_{\text{inc}}, \quad a_{\text{tr}} = t a_{\text{inc}} \text{ and } \mathbf{a} = a_{\text{inc}} \mathbf{g},
\]

Consequently, the problem consists in finding the reflection coefficient \( r \), the transmission coefficient \( t \) and the vector \( \mathbf{g} \) which are transfer functions characterizing the response of the fluid/plate system. Omitting the material dependence, these transfer functions only depend on the incidence angle \( \theta \) and the frequency-half-thickness product \( H \). Though they can be directly determined by solving Eqs. (9) and (10), it can be interesting to consider the total field in the plate as the result of successive reflections, notably in the time domain when we focus only on the first echoes. Furthermore, the latter transfer functions may have poles corresponding to Rayleigh-Lamb waves (e.g., [18]), which can lead to numerical difficulties. The Debye series formulation may be an alternative to overcome these problems. Hence, the present paper focuses on this formulation involving successive reflections/refractions at the interfaces, as detailed in the next section and drawn in Fig. 2.
2.2 Successive reflections/refractions

The purpose of this section is to introduce notations useful in the next sections by recalling the classical decomposition of a field as the result of successive reflections/refractions.

2.2.1 Upgoing and downgoing waves in the plate

As detailed below in Section 4, the state vector \( U(z) \) can be considered as the superposition of an upgoing wave \( U_{\text{up}}(z) \) and a downgoing wave \( U_{\text{down}}(z) \):

\[
U(z) = \mathcal{N}(z) \left( \frac{a_{\text{up}}}{a_{\text{down}}} \right) = \frac{\mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(z)}{U_{\text{up}}(z)} a_{\text{up}} + \frac{\mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(z)}{U_{\text{down}}(z)} a_{\text{down}},
\]

where \( a_{\text{up,down}} \) are three-dimensional vectors, and \( \mathcal{N}_{\text{up,down}}(z) \) six-by-three matrices.

![Figure 2: Successive reflections/refractions in an immersed plate.](image)

2.2.2 The first reflection/refraction at the upper interface

The downgoing incident wave characterized by the coefficient \( a_{\text{inc}} \) gives an upgoing reflected acoustic wave in the fluid \( (a_{\text{inc}} r_0) \exp[-i s_z (z - h)] \) and a downgoing transmitted elastodynamic wave \( \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(z) (a_{\text{inc}} g_0) \). The reflection coefficient \( r_0 \) and the vector \( g_0 \) satisfy the following four-by-four linear system, derived from the boundary condition at the top edge of the plate:

\[
\mathbb{K} \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(h) g_0 - r_0 h_{\text{up}} = h_{\text{down}}.
\]

2.2.3 Reflection matrices and transmission vectors

Then the first downgoing wave in the plate arrives to the lower interface and gives an upgoing reflected elastodynamic wave and a downgoing transmitted acoustic wave (see Fig. 2) characterized by the following coefficients:

\[
g_1 = R_{\text{bot}} g_0 \quad \text{and} \quad t_1 = t_{\text{bot}}^T g_0,
\]
the superscript $T$ denoting transposition, the three-by-three reflection matrix $\mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}}$ and the three-dimensional transmission vector $\mathbf{t}_{\text{bot}}$ satisfying the following equation derived from the boundary condition (10) at the bottom edge of the plate:

$$\mathbb{K} \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(-h) \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} - \mathbf{h}_{\text{down}} \mathbf{t}_{\text{bot}}^T = -\mathbb{K} \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(-h) .$$

(16)

Similarly, the first reflected wave in the plate reaches the upper interface and generates a second reflected elastodynamic wave and an upward transmitted acoustic wave characterized by the following coefficients:

$$\mathbf{g}_2 = \mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathbf{g}_1 \text{ and } r_2 = \mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}^T \mathbf{g}_1 ,$$

(17)

the reflection matrix $\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}}$ and the transmission vector $\mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}$ satisfying the following equation derived from the boundary condition (10):

$$\mathbb{K} \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(h) \mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} - \mathbf{h}_{\text{up}} \mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}^T = -\mathbb{K} \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(h) ,$$

(18)

and so on, until infinity.

Hence, each $2^n$th reflected elastodynamic wave is downgoing, $\mathbf{U}_{2n}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(z) \mathbf{g}_{2n}$, and brings about a downgoing acoustic wave below the plate:

$$p_{2n+1}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[i s_z (z + h)] t_{2n+1} , \text{ where } t_{2n+1} = \mathbf{t}_{\text{bot}}^T \mathbf{g}_{2n} .$$

(19)

Each $(2n-1)$th reflected elastodynamic wave is upgoing, $\mathbf{U}_{2n-1}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(z) \mathbf{g}_{2n-1}$, and produces an upgoing acoustic wave above the plate:

$$p_{2n}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \sqrt{\frac{2 s_z}{\rho}} \exp[-i s_z (z - h)] r_{2n} , \text{ where } r_{2n} = \mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}^T \mathbf{g}_{2n-1} .$$

(20)

Successive values of the vector $\mathbf{g}_n$ are derived from the recurrence properties:

$$\mathbf{g}_{2n} = \mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathbf{g}_{2n-1} \text{ and } \mathbf{g}_{2n+1} = \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} \mathbf{g}_{2n} ,$$

(21)

as follows:

$$\mathbf{g}_{2n} = (\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}})^n \mathbf{g}_0 \text{ and } \mathbf{g}_{2n+1} = \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} (\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}})^n \mathbf{g}_0 .$$

(22)

### 2.2.4 Global transfer functions

The state vector $\mathbf{U}(z)$ characterizing the vibration of the plate is the sum of all the upgoing and downgoing waves:

$$\mathbf{U}(z) = a_{\text{inc}} \left[ \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(z) \mathbf{g}_{\text{up}} + \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(z) \mathbf{g}_{\text{down}} \right] ,$$

(23)

where the global transfer vectors $\mathbf{g}_{\text{down}}$ and $\mathbf{g}_{\text{up}}$ are obtained by using the so-called Debye series:

$$\mathbf{g}_{\text{down}} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \mathbf{g}_{2n} = \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}})^n \right] \mathbf{g}_0 ,$$

(24)

and

$$\mathbf{g}_{\text{up}} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \mathbf{g}_{2n+1} = \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}})^n \right] \mathbf{g}_0 = \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} \mathbf{g}_{\text{down}} .$$

(25)

The reflection coefficient $r$ and the transmission coefficient $t$ defined by Eq. (12) are derived from Eqs. (14-25):

$$r = r_0 + \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} r_{2n+2} = r_0 + \mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}^T \left\{ \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} \mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}})^n \right] \mathbf{g}_0 \right\} = r_0 + \mathbf{t}_{\text{top}}^T \mathbf{g}_{\text{up}} ,$$

(26)
and
\[ t = \sum_{n=0}^{+\infty} t_{2n+1} = t_{\text{bot}}^r \left\{ \left[ \sum_{n=0}^{+\infty} \left( R_{\text{top}} R_{\text{bot}} \right)^n \right] g_0 \right\} = t_{\text{bot}}^r g_{\text{down}}. \]  

(27)

The boundary conditions (9) and (10) are rewritten with respect to the global transfer functions by using Eqs. (12) and (23) at the upper interface:
\[ \mathcal{K} \left[ \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(H) g_{\text{up}} + \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(-H) g_{\text{down}} \right] = h_{\text{down}} + r h_{\text{up}}, \]  

(28)

and at the lower interface:
\[ \mathcal{K} \left[ \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(-H) g_{\text{up}} + \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(H) g_{\text{down}} \right] = t h_{\text{down}}. \]  

(29)

Because combining Eqs. (24) and (25) leads to \( g_{\text{down}} = g_0 + R_{\text{top}} g_{\text{up}} \), it is obvious from Eqs. (14), (16), (18) and (24-27) that the boundary conditions (28) and (29) are satisfied.

### 2.2.5 Debye series

The sum of the series contained in Eqs. (24)–(27) can be analytically obtained under the following condition:
\[ \lambda_{\text{max}} \leq 1, \]  

(30)

where \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) denotes the maximum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues of the matrix \( (R_{\text{top}} R_{\text{bot}}) \).

Thus, the sum of this geometrical series is immediately expressed by:
\[ \sum_{n=0}^{+\infty} \left( R_{\text{top}} R_{\text{bot}} \right)^n = \left( \mathbb{I}_3 - R_{\text{top}} R_{\text{bot}} \right)^{-1}, \]  

(31)

\( \mathbb{I}_k \) denoting the \( k \)-by-\( k \) identity matrix. The validity of this algebraic transformation seems to be natural from a physicist’s point of view, since this equation results from summing multiple reflections/refractions in the framework of linear acoustics.

As a natural consequence, one can believe that the Debye series necessarily converges. Paradoxically, this is wrong for some angles of incidence and frequencies. Indeed, in the case of ultrasonic propagation in a submerged isotropic plate, it has been observed [3,7] that the Debye series expansion can diverge if the incidence angle is greater than the first critical angle. In accordance with literature, for an aluminum plate immersed in water, a convergence study will be summarized in Section 4.

The explanation of this unexpected divergence can be found by the analysis of energy fluxes. This analysis is made below for an anisotropic elastic material and leads to an alternative Debye series which necessarily converges.

Before closing this section, it should be noted that, beyond the physical aspect, all the equations previously obtained hold true whatever the definition of the upgoing and downgoing waves is, until the reflection and refraction terms \( g_0, r_0, R_{\text{bot}}, t_{\text{bot}}, R_{\text{top}} \) and \( t_{\text{top}} \) ensure the boundary conditions at each interface. This is why the acoustic fields \( U_{\text{up}}(z) \) and \( U_{\text{down}}(z) \) have not been detailed above in Eq. (13). They will be expressed by two different ways in the next section.
3 Energy considerations on upgoing and downgoing waves in the plate

3.1 Non orthogonality of the exponential solution basis in the sense of energy

3.1.1 Normalization of the usual exponential solution basis, upgoing and downgoing waves

Let us now detail the classical analysis.

The following alternative formulation of Eq. (3) recalls that the state-vector $\mathbf{U}(z)$ is the sum of six exponential components:

$$
\mathbf{U}(z) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{6} a_{\alpha} \exp(-i \zeta_{\alpha} z) \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha} .
$$

(32)

The six pairs (slowness $\zeta_{\alpha}$, polarization vector $\mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}$) are defined above [Eq. (3)]. (2 $r$) of them are real and correspond to homogeneous (or bulk) waves. (3 $-r$) pairs of them are complex conjugate and define conjugate inhomogeneous (or surface) waves.

Note that the number $r$ of upgoing (or downgoing) homogeneous waves only depends on the incidence angle $\theta$. Before the first critical angle of incidence, the six components correspond to bulk waves ($r = 3$). Beyond this critical angle, there is at least one pair of conjugate inhomogeneous waves ($r \leq 2$, e.g., [14]).

Furthermore, the polarizations can be arbitrarily normalized by using the fact that the matrix $(\Sigma^{T} \mathbf{T} \Sigma)$ is diagonal (orthogonality relation slightly different from [11]), that is:

$$
\forall \alpha, \beta; \ \alpha \neq \beta \implies \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{\xi}_{\beta} = 0 , \ \text{where} \ \mathbf{T} = -\frac{1}{4} \begin{pmatrix} \mathcal{O} & \mathbb{I} & \mathbb{I}^{3} \\ \mathbb{I}^{3} & \mathcal{O} & \mathbb{I} \\ \mathbb{I} & \mathbb{I}^{3} & \mathcal{O} \end{pmatrix} ,
$$

$\mathcal{O}$ denoting the zero matrix of any dimension.

The matrix $\mathbf{T}$ is taken such that $\mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}$ is the third component of the Poynting vector of the $\alpha^{th}$ exponential solution if both the $z$-component of the slowness and the polarization vectors are real-valued, i.e. $\mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}$ is the average power flux in the $z$-direction for any homogeneous solution. That is the reason why both the matrix $\mathbf{T}$ and the normalization of the polarization vectors [Eq. (35) below] are different from the literature.

Indeed, the slowness vector $\mathbf{s}_{\alpha}$ of the $\alpha^{th}$ exponential solution being $\begin{bmatrix} s_{x} & 0 & \zeta_{\alpha} \end{bmatrix}^{T}$, the velocity vector being $\mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}(z) = \exp(-i \omega \zeta_{\alpha} z) \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}$, where $\zeta_{\alpha} = \zeta'_{\alpha} - i \zeta''_{\alpha}$, and the Hooke’s law giving the stress $\Sigma_{\alpha}$ in any direction defined by the unit vector $\mathbf{d}$ as follows:

$$
\Sigma_{\alpha}(z) \mathbf{d} = - (\mathbf{d} \circ \mathbf{s}_{\alpha}) \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}(z) = - \exp(-i \omega \zeta_{\alpha} z) (\mathbf{d} \circ \mathbf{s}_{\alpha}) \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha} ,
$$

(34)

by using the properties [8] of the diamond product, we obtain the Poynting vector $\mathbf{p}_{\alpha}$ in the general case:

$$
\mathbf{p}_{\alpha}(z) = - \frac{1}{4} [\Sigma_{\alpha}^{*}(z) \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}(z) + \Sigma_{\alpha}(z) \mathbf{v}_{\alpha}^{*}(z)] = \frac{1}{4} \exp(-2 \omega \zeta''_{\alpha} z) \left[ (\mathbf{v}_{\alpha}^{*} \circ \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}) \mathbf{s}_{\alpha} + (\mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha} \circ \mathbf{v}_{\alpha}^{*}) \mathbf{s}_{\alpha}^{*} \right] .
$$

(35)

The average power flux $\phi_{\alpha}$ in the $z$-direction is immediately deduced by $\phi_{\alpha}(z) = \mathbf{n}^{T} \mathbf{p}_{\alpha}(z)$. Together with Eqs. (34) and (35), it implies that the polarization vector of the stress in the $z$-direction satisfies $\mathbf{\tau}_{\alpha} = - (\mathbf{n} \circ \mathbf{s}_{\alpha}) \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}$, and that:

$$
\mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha} = - \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{\tau}_{\alpha} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{n}^{T} (\mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha} \circ \mathbf{\nu}_{\alpha}) \mathbf{s}_{\alpha} ,
$$

(36)

is the average power flux in the $z$-direction for homogeneous solutions only ($\zeta''_{\alpha} = 0$ and real-valued polarization). This flux $\phi_{\alpha}$ is independent from the position $z$ (energy conservation). On the contrary, $\mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}^{T} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{\xi}_{\alpha}$ does not
correspond to a power flux for inhomogeneous solutions but it is nevertheless used for normalization \((68)\), as
done in the literature.

Note that the orthogonality relation \((33)\) can be also rewritten as follows:
\[
\forall \alpha, \beta; \alpha \neq \beta \implies \mathbf{n}^T \left[ (\mathbf{v}_\beta \diamond \mathbf{v}_\alpha) \mathbf{s}_\alpha + (\mathbf{v}_\alpha \diamond \mathbf{v}_\beta) \mathbf{s}_\beta \right] = 0. \tag{37}
\]

Assuming for simplicity that the six eigenvalues are different, the following convention is used to include the
sign of the energy fluxes in the \(z\)-direction, instead of the normalization encountered in the literature (see \(e.g.
\text{[10] Eq. (42)], [12], [13], [17] Eq. (56)):
\[
\begin{align*}
&\zeta_\alpha \in \mathbb{R} \quad , \quad \xi_\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^6 \quad , \quad \xi_\alpha^T \xi_\alpha = \phi_\alpha = 1 \quad , \quad 1 \leq \alpha \leq r \\&\mathcal{I}m (\zeta_\alpha) < 0 \quad , \quad \mathcal{I}m (\xi_\alpha) \neq 0 \quad , \quad \xi_\alpha^T \xi_\alpha = 1 \quad , \quad r < \alpha \leq 3 \\&\zeta_{\alpha} = \zeta_{\alpha-3} \quad , \quad \xi_\alpha = \xi_\alpha - 3 \quad , \quad \xi_\alpha^T \xi_\alpha = 1 \quad , \quad 3 + r < \alpha \leq 6 ,
\end{align*}
\]
such that the first three waves are upgoing (positive power flux \(\phi_\alpha\) for bulk waves/decreasing amplitude
\(\exp(-\omega \zeta^* \alpha z)\) with increasing \(z\) for surface waves) and the last three waves are downgoing (negative power
flux/decreasing amplitude with decreasing \(z\)).

Consequently, the matrix \(\mathcal{N}(z) = \left[ \mathcal{N}_{\text{up}}(z) | \mathcal{N}_{\text{down}}(z) \right]\) introduced in Eqs. \((3)\) and \((13)\) is now fully defined.

3.1.2 Study of orthogonality in the sense of energy

The \(z\)-component of the Poynting vector associated with the state-vector \(\mathbf{U}\) defines the mean power flux \(\phi\)
through the plane \(z = z_0\), which is independent from the position \(z_0\) as expected due to energy conservation.
Combining the definition in Eq. \((32)\) and the normalization convention given by Eq. \((33)\) yields:
\[
\phi = \mathbf{U}(z_0)^+ \mathbf{T} \mathbf{U}(z_0) = \mathbf{a}^\dagger \mathcal{J} \mathbf{a} = \sum_{a=1}^r |a_\alpha|^2 - \sum_{a=4}^{3+r} |a_\alpha|^2 + \sum_{a=r+1}^{3} a_\alpha a_{a+3}^* + a_{a+3}^* a_{a+3} , \tag{39.a}
\]
where the superscript + denotes the transposition combined with the complex conjugation. The non-diagonal
Hermitian matrix \(\mathcal{J}\) is defined by:
\[
\mathcal{J} = \mathcal{N}(z_0)^+ \mathbf{T} \mathcal{N}(z_0) = \Xi^+ \mathbf{T} \Xi = \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 
I_r & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -I_r & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I_{3-r} \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{array} \right) . \tag{39.b}
\]

Each upgoing homogeneous component \(a_\alpha\) \((1 \leq \alpha \leq r)\) contributes to the total power flux in the \(z\)-direction only
by its own power flux \(|a_\alpha|^2\), independently from the other components. The same holds for each downgoing
homogeneous component whose contribution is \(-|a_\alpha|^2\) \((4 \leq \alpha \leq 3 + r)\). A homogeneous component is
orthogonal to any other one in the sense of energy.

On the contrary, it is obvious that the contribution of an inhomogeneous component depends also on its conjugate
component: each component and its conjugate are orthogonal to themselves and to any other component but
not to each other. Indeed if each inhomogeneous component is considered separately \((a_\alpha \neq 0 \text{ and } a_{a+3} = 0, \text{ or } a_\alpha = 0 \text{ and } a_{a+3} \neq 0)\), its contribution to the total flux is zero, without any energy transfer along the
\(z\)-direction. On the contrary, the conjunction of the two conjugate components, the coefficients \(a_\alpha\) and \(a_{a+3}\)
being both non-zero, can transfer energy along the \(z\)-direction.
Consequently, the power flux of the sum of the incident and reflected waves is not the sum of the fluxes of them. Because the energy conservation laws do not provide relations between the square of modulus of the wave amplitudes, it cannot be proved that the modulus of reflection and refraction coefficients are systematically less than unity. As a consequence, nothing ensures the convergence of the Debye series presented above [Eq. (31)], as already pointed out in [7].

### 3.2 An orthogonal basis in the sense of energy

Viewed in this light, it is the purpose of this section to show how, by reduction of the Hermitian form given by Eq. (39), a different definition of upgoing and downgoing waves in the plate can provide an alternative expansion of the Debye series. This new expansion is based on considerations about the direction of the energy flux. Note that similar considerations are used in a different context in [20] and [21] for cylindrically anisotropic radially inhomogeneous elastic solids. Indeed, the diagonalization of the Hermitian matrix $\mathcal{J}$ yields a reduced expression of the power flux $\phi$:

$$\phi = \bar{a}^+ \mathcal{J} \bar{a} = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3} |\tilde{a}_\alpha|^2 - \sum_{\alpha=4}^{6} |\tilde{a}_\alpha|^2, \text{ where } \mathcal{J} = \begin{pmatrix} I_3 & 0 \\ 0 & -I_3 \end{pmatrix},$$

(40.a)

and the new coordinate vector $\tilde{a}$ is such that:

$$\tilde{a} = \begin{pmatrix} I_r & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^* & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^{-1} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & I_r & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^{-1} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^* & 0 \end{pmatrix} a \iff a = \begin{pmatrix} I_r & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^{-1} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^* & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & I_r & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^* & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} Q^{-1} & 0 \end{pmatrix} \tilde{a},$$

(40.b)

the diagonal matrix $Q = \text{diag}(q_\alpha)_{r+1 \leq \alpha \leq 3}$ containing arbitrarily chosen non-zero values $q_\alpha$.

If all waves within the plate are homogeneous, i.e. $r = 3$, $\mathcal{J} = \tilde{\mathcal{J}}$, and, as expected, the two approaches are identical. Otherwise, depending on the number of inhomogeneous waves, i.e. $r = 2, 1$ or $0$, one, two or three pairs of orthogonal waves actually propagating in opposite directions are obtained by recombination of each pair $(\alpha, \alpha + 3)$ of the initial conjugate inhomogeneous waves [Eq. (33)]. These nonstandard upgoing and downgoing waves are respectively defined by:

$$\hat{N}_\alpha(z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \{ \exp[-i \xi_\alpha (z - z_o)] \xi_\alpha + \exp[-i \xi_\alpha^* (z - z_o)] \xi_\alpha^* \},$$

(41)

$$\hat{N}_{\alpha+3}(z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \{ - \exp[-i \xi_\alpha (z - z_o)] \xi_\alpha + \exp[-i \xi_\alpha^* (z - z_o)] \xi_\alpha^* \},$$

(42)

where the origin $z_o$ of the $z$-axis can be chosen arbitrarily, and $q_\alpha = \exp(i \xi_\alpha^* z_o)$.

These latter progressive waves form with the upgoing and downgoing homogeneous waves a new orthogonal basis of the solution space, in the sense of energy. The state vector $\mathbf{U}(z)$ in the plate becomes a function of the new coordinate vector $\tilde{a}$ (from Eqs. (5) and (39)):

$$\mathbf{U}(z) = \hat{N}(z) \Omega \tilde{a} = \hat{N}(z) \tilde{a}.$$  

(43)

Similarly to Eq. (13), the state vector is the sum of two contributions $\hat{U}_{\text{up}}(z)$ and $\hat{U}_{\text{down}}(z)$, which are, respectively, associated with the upgoing and downgoing waves. These contributions are given by:

$$\hat{U}_{\text{up}}(z) = \hat{N}(z) \left( \frac{\tilde{a}_{\text{up}}}{\mathbf{O}_3} \right) = \hat{N}_{\text{up}}(z) \tilde{a}_{\text{up}} \text{ and } \hat{U}_{\text{down}}(z) = \hat{N}(z) \left( \frac{\mathbf{O}_3}{\tilde{a}_{\text{down}}} \right) = \hat{N}_{\text{down}}(z) \tilde{a}_{\text{down}},$$

(44)
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such that the total power flux $\phi$ in the $z$-direction [Eq. (10)] is the difference of the upgoing flux $|\hat{a}_{\text{up}}|^2$ minus the downgoing flux $|\hat{a}_{\text{down}}|^2$.

Of course, by using this new definition of upgoing and downgoing waves, when they are inhomogeneous, all the associated reflection and refraction terms are different from those obtained by the usual way. They are calculated by reporting the expression (44) in the boundary equations (14), (16) and (18) and they are identified by a tilde to differentiate them: $\tilde{g}_0$, $\tilde{r}_0$, $\tilde{R}_\text{bot}$, $\tilde{\ell}_\text{bot}$, $\tilde{R}_\text{top}$ and $\tilde{t}_\text{top}$.

The non-uniqueness of this basis has to be pointed out. Indeed, for each set of $z_\alpha$ values, a different basis is defined with upgoing and downgoing fluxes which can be modified although the total power flux in the $z$-direction remains equal to $|\hat{a}_{\text{up}}|^2 - |\hat{a}_{\text{down}}|^2$. To keep the symmetry of the problem, it seems natural that all the $z_\alpha$ parameters are taken equal to zero. The choice of these parameters will be discussed for the isotropic case in the last section.

### 3.3 Spatial structure of the orthogonal waves

By separating real and imaginary parts of the slowness in the $z$-direction and of the polarization vector such that:

$$\zeta_\alpha = \zeta'_\alpha - i \zeta''_\alpha \quad \text{and} \quad \xi_\alpha = \xi'_\alpha - i \xi''_\alpha$$

and by including the implicit dependency on position $x$ and time $\tau$, Equations (44) and (42) leads to the following expressions of the physical fields, with $\delta z = z - z_\alpha$:

$$V_\alpha(x, z, \tau) = \Re \left\{ \sqrt{2} \exp[i \omega (\tau - s_x x - \zeta'_\alpha \delta z)] \left[ \cosh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \xi'_\alpha + i \sinh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \xi''_\alpha \right] \right\}$$

for the upgoing wave, and:

$$V_{\alpha+3}(x, z, \tau) = \Re \left\{ \sqrt{2} \exp[i \omega (\tau - s_x x - \zeta'_\alpha \delta z)] \left[ \sinh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \xi'_\alpha + i \cosh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \xi''_\alpha \right] \right\}$$

for the downgoing wave.

The latter equations show an elliptic polarization except for $\delta z = 0$ (linear polarization). The amplitude exponentially increases with the absolute value of $\delta z$ since the mean power flux $\phi$ along the $z$-direction remains equal to unity for the upgoing wave and to $-1$ for the downgoing wave.

The wavefronts for the polarization component in the direction $\mathbf{d}$ are defined by $V_{\alpha,\alpha+3}(x, z, \tau) \cdot \mathbf{d} = 0$ for any given time $\tau$. Note that the vector $\mathbf{d}$ is six-dimensional and either its last three components or first three components are zero, such that to define a polarization direction of either velocity or stress, respectively. Thus, after some algebra we obtain the following equations of the wavefronts:

$$s_x (x - x_0) = -\zeta'_\alpha \delta z + \frac{1}{\omega} \arctan \left[ \frac{\xi''_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{d}}{\xi'_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{d}} \tanh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \right]$$

for the upgoing wave, the position $x_0$ being any arbitrary value, and:

$$s_x (x - x_0) = -\zeta'_\alpha \delta z - \frac{1}{\omega} \arctan \left[ \frac{\xi'_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{d}}{\xi''_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{d}} \tanh (\omega \zeta''_\alpha \delta z) \right]$$

for the downgoing wave.

In the case of an isotropic medium (see Appendix A), the real part $\zeta'_\alpha$ of the slowness in the $z$-direction is zero. The velocity field in the $x$ direction for the upgoing $P$ wave is obtained from Eqs. (16) and (A10a) and drawn in Fig 3. Eq. (18) simply becomes: $\omega s_x (x - x_0) = -\arctan [\tanh (\delta Z)]$, where $\delta Z = \omega \sqrt{s_x^2 - c_z^2} \delta z$. The
Figure 3: (b) Magnitude of non-zero coordinates of nonstandard progressive waves in isotropic elastic media. The dashed lines correspond to wavefronts. (a) Tangent of the angle $\psi$ between the normal of the wavefronts and the $x$-axis: $\tan \psi = \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{\cosh(2 \delta Z)}$.

tangent of the angle between the $x$-direction and the Poynting vector of the $P$ wave [defined by Eq. (A.11)] is proportional to $\cosh(2 \delta Z)^{-1}$, as for the vectors normal to the wavefronts.

If we have a glance on the Poynting vectors $\mathbf{p}_{\alpha, \alpha+3}$ of the upgoing/downgoing orthogonal waves, the velocity vector being:

$$\mathbf{v}_{\alpha, \alpha+3}(z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \exp(-i \omega \varsigma_\alpha' \delta z) \left[ \pm \exp(-i \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z) \mathbf{v}_\alpha + \exp(i \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z) \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \right]$$

and the stress tensor in any direction $\mathbf{l}$ being defined by:

$$\tilde{\Sigma}_{\alpha, \alpha+3}(z) \mathbf{l} = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \exp(-i \omega \varsigma_\alpha' \delta z) \left[ \pm \exp(-i \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z) \left( \mathbf{l} \circ \mathbf{s}_\alpha \right) \mathbf{v}_\alpha + \exp(i \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z) \left( \mathbf{l} \circ \mathbf{s}_\alpha^* \right) \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \right],$$

these Poynting vectors are expressed as follows:

$$\mathbf{p}_{\alpha, \alpha+3} (z) = \tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha s} (\delta z) \mp \tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha 1},$$

where

$$\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha s} (\delta z) = \frac{1}{4} \cosh(2 \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z) \left[ \left( \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \circ \mathbf{v}_\alpha \right) \mathbf{s}_\alpha + \left( \mathbf{v}_\alpha \circ \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \right) \mathbf{s}_\alpha^* \right],$$

is proportional to the sum of the Poynting vectors of the conjugate inhomogeneous waves [Eq. (33)], and

$$\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha 1} = \frac{1}{4} \left[ \left( \mathbf{v}_\alpha \circ \mathbf{v}_\alpha \right) \mathbf{s}_\alpha + \left( \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \circ \mathbf{v}_\alpha^* \right) \mathbf{s}_\alpha^* \right],$$

represents the interaction between the conjugate inhomogeneous waves.

From Eqs. (35), (38), (52) and the orthogonality relation (37), it is obvious that $\mathbf{n}^T \tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha s} (\delta z)=0$ and $\mathbf{n}^T \tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha 1} = 1$, i.e. the vector $\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha s}$ is in the $xy$ plane whereas the third component of the vector $\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha 1}$ is normalized by construction.

For an isotropic material, the uniform flux $\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha 1}$ is vertical (in the $z$-direction) and the horizontal flux $\tilde{\mathbf{j}}_{\alpha s} (\delta z)$ is in the $x$-direction and proportional to $\cosh(2 \omega \varsigma_\alpha'' \delta z)$ (see Appendix A).
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Convergence of Debye series
3.4 Relations between the energy fluxes in the z-direction

Through the energy conservation equations, some reflection and refraction coefficients are related between them. These equations depend on the interface investigated and on the definition of upgoing and downgoing waves.

For the reflection/refraction of the incident wave at the upper interface, in the standard exponential basis, only the r homogeneous waves transmit energy in the z-direction as shown by the following conservation equation:

$$|r_0|^2 + \sum_{\alpha=1}^{r} |g_{0,\alpha}|^2 = 1 .$$  \hfill (53)

As demonstrated above [Eq. (59)], the amplitudes \((g_{0,\alpha})_{\tau\leq\alpha\leq3}\) of the inhomogeneous waves are not included in the latter equation.

On the contrary, in the orthogonal basis, it is obvious that each downgoing wave transmit energy, which leads to:

$$|\tilde{r}_0|^2 + |\tilde{g}_0|^2 = 1 .$$  \hfill (54)

Same types of relations are obtained when studying the reflections at each interface. In the standard exponential basis, the energy conservation can involve interaction fluxes if inhomogeneous waves exist, i.e. above the first critical angle. The energy relations are written as follows:

$$\sum_{\alpha=1}^{r} |g_{2n,\alpha}|^2 = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{r} |g_{2n+1,\alpha}|^2 + \sum_{\alpha=r+1}^{3} (g_{2n,\alpha}^* g_{2n+1,\alpha}^* + g_{2n,\alpha}^* g_{2n+1,\alpha}^*) + |r_{2n+1}|^2 ,$$  \hfill (55)

at the lower interface, and:

$$\sum_{\alpha=1}^{r} |g_{2n+1,\alpha}|^2 = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{r} |g_{2n+2,\alpha}|^2 - \sum_{\alpha=r+1}^{3} (g_{2n+1,\alpha}^* g_{2n+2,\alpha}^* + g_{2n+1,\alpha}^* g_{2n+2,\alpha}^*) + |r_{2n+2}|^2 ,$$  \hfill (56)

at the upper interface.

In the orthogonal basis, the energy conservation is simply written as follows:

$$|\tilde{g}_{2n}|^2 = |\tilde{g}_{2n+1}|^2 + |\tilde{r}_{2n+1}|^2 , \quad |\tilde{g}_{2n+1}|^2 = |\tilde{g}_{2n+2}|^2 + |\tilde{r}_{2n+2}|^2 ,$$  \hfill (57)

at lower and upper interfaces, respectively. Hence, by combining Eqs. (19), (20), (21) and (57), the following equation of conservation is found:

$$|\tilde{r}_\alpha|^2 + |\tilde{t}_\alpha|^2 = 1 ,$$  \hfill (58)

which relates each column-vector \(\tilde{r}_\alpha\) of the matrix \(\hat{R}_{\text{top},\text{bot}}\) and each component \(\tilde{t}_\alpha\) of the vector \(\tilde{t}_{\text{top},\text{bot}}\).

This is the key point to guarantee the Debye series convergence. As a matter of fact, from the latter equation, it is made clear that the absolute values of the eigenvalues of the product \(\hat{R}_{\text{top}} \hat{R}_{\text{bot}}\) are necessarily less or equal than one, because the matrices \(\hat{R}_{\text{top}}\) and \(\hat{R}_{\text{bot}}\) are one-lipschitzian matrices, i.e. \(|\hat{R}_{\text{top},\text{bot}}\mathbf{u}| \leq |\mathbf{u}|\) for any vector \(\mathbf{u}\).
4 Numerical results for an aluminum plate immersed in water

To fix ideas, numerical results are reported and discussed in this section. Even though the theoretical results obtained in the last sections are valuable for any anisotropies and any planes of incidence, this analysis is restricted for simplicity to the concrete example of an aluminum plate immersed in water, for which the parameter values and some physical quantities are given in Table 1.

(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aluminum</th>
<th>Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (\rho_0 = 2700 \text{ kg}\cdot\text{m}^{-3})</td>
<td>Density (\rho = 1000 \text{ kg}\cdot\text{m}^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal velocity (c_L = 6420 \text{ m}\cdot\text{s}^{-1})</td>
<td>Sound velocity (c = 1550 \text{ m}\cdot\text{s}^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse velocity (c_T = 3040 \text{ m}\cdot\text{s}^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Transverse</th>
<th>Rayleigh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adimensional slowness (\frac{c_L}{c_T} \approx 0.474)</td>
<td>(\frac{c_T}{c_T} = 1)</td>
<td>(\frac{c_L}{c_T} \approx 1.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical angle: (\theta_L \approx 13.97^\circ)</td>
<td>(\theta_T \approx 30.66^\circ)</td>
<td>(\theta_R \approx 33.01^\circ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Numerical values for aluminum and water: (a) velocities and densities; (b) dimensionless slownesses and critical angles.

4.1 Convergence study of the Debye Series

First of all, for inspection purpose, the convergence of the multiple reflection/refraction is analyzed for both the classical and the new approaches. To this end, for the classical solutions, in Fig. 4 the maximum \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) of the absolute values of eigenvalues, defined in Eq. (30), is plotted in a 3D graph versus the dimensionless half-thickness \(h = \omega h / c_T\) and the angle of incidence \(\theta\). In the darker areas the series diverges, i.e. \(\lambda_{\text{max}} > 1\), while in the lighter zones, it converges, i.e. \(\lambda_{\text{max}} < 1\). Indeed, the two critical angles \(\theta_L\) and \(\theta_T\) play a crucial role in the separation of convergence and divergence zones. The dispersion curves of Lamb waves, obtained for complex frequencies [23], are plotted also on Fig. 4 since these curves participate as well to the convergence area limits. It is remarkable to observe that the dispersion curves of the \(A_0\) and \(S_0\) modes separate very accurately two such zones. In addition, it is of interest to note that the intersection points between the line \(\theta = \theta_L\) and these dispersion curves define alternative zones of convergence or not.

Keeping in mind these observations, let us compare the global reflection and the sum of the series truncated at \(n = n_{\text{max}}\), for the given dimensionless half-thickness \(h = 2\). Figures 5-a and 5-b present these coefficients as a function of the angle of incidence \(\theta\), for the classical approach and the solution proposed in this paper, respectively, and for various \(n_{\text{max}} = 0, 2, 10\). Obviously, for angles of incidence less than the first critical angle \(\theta_L\), both results are identical, since not any inhomogeneous wave is involved in the reflection/refraction process. Differences appear just after this angle (or after \(\theta_T\)). The divergence of the series is visible in Figure 5-a for the classical solution, between this angle (or \(\theta_T\)) and \(\theta_1\) (or \(\theta_2\)), in agreement with the convergence study presented in Fig. 4. In contrast, for the new series, the convergence is ensured for all angles of incidence. However, by analyzing the behavior when \(n_{\text{max}}\) increases on Fig. 5-b, it should be observed that this convergence is relatively slow.

As has been pointed out in the previous section, the choice of the dimensionless origins \(z_{\text{sv}} = \omega z_{\text{sv}} / c_T\) and \(z_p = \omega z_p / c_T\) is arbitrary [cf. Eqs. (11, 42) and Appendix A.2]. These origins can be different for each partial wave. In addition, this choice influences the rapidity of the series convergence, while convergence is ensured for any values of the parameters \(z_{\text{sv}}\) and \(z_p\). For this reason, the latter comments on Fig. 5-b are relative to this choice i.e. corresponds to \(z_{\text{sv}}=z_p=0\) in that case. From that point of view, it can even be possible that
4.2 The first reflection/refraction at the upper interface

Another consequence of the arbitrary choice of the \( z \)-origins concerns the reflection and the transmission at the first interface. The associated coefficients, \( \tilde{r}_0 \), \( \tilde{g}_{0\text{SV}} \) and \( \tilde{g}_{0\text{P}} \), do not affect directly the convergence of the series but they provide the input power flux in the plate, this latter flux being then spread out between the different reflections and transmissions at the two interfaces.

Let us inspect first the behavior of these coefficients for the classical case (see Fig. 4-a). As well known, for such plate, \( i.e. \) when the slower wave speed for bulk waves in the plate is greater than the fluid wave speed, the reflection coefficient \( r_0 \) has an absolute value equal to unity after the larger critical angle and, at the same time, the modulus of the transmission coefficients \( g_{0\text{SV}} \) and \( g_{0\text{P}} \) are greater than unity. This is not at all in
contradiction with the energy conservation law, since the associated relation, Eq. (53) in this case, does not involve the inhomogeneous waves. The amplitude of such waves is a priori not bounded. In contrast, when all the wave amplitudes are connected by Eq. (53), i.e. $\theta < \theta_L$, all coefficients have absolute value less than unity.

By using the wave decomposition in the orthogonal basis, the reflection and refraction coefficients remain unchanged for each fixed pair $(\delta h_{SV}, \delta h_{P})$, $\delta h_{SV,P} = \omega (h-z_{SV,P}) / c_T$ being the dimensionless relative positions of the upper interface with respect to the $z$-origins of the nonstandard $SV$- and $P$-waves, respectively (see also Appendix A.3 for more details). These reflection and refraction coefficients are plotted on Fig. 7b to Fig. 7d for three different pairs. Indeed, by virtue of Eq. (51), it is observed that the coefficients $\tilde{g}_{0SV}$ and $\tilde{g}_{0P}$ have absolute value less than unity for any angles of incidence. Of course, all these coefficients are different from those of the classical approach after the critical angle $\theta_L$, since the inhomogeneous waves are differently defined. For instance, the absolute value of the reflection coefficient $\tilde{r}_0$ is not equal to unity and the reflection coefficients $\tilde{g}_{0SV}$ and $\tilde{g}_{0P}$ are nonzero, for $\theta > \theta_L$, although these coefficients are relative to the first interface only. Since the square of the absolute values of all the reflection or refraction coefficients give directly the reflected or refracted energy fluxes in the $z$-direction, this means that some energy is transmitted inside the plate, even for such angle of incidence.

Taking into account the dependence of the reflection and refraction coefficients on the pair $(\delta h_{SV}, \delta h_{P})$ naturally leads to the question: "Is it possible to match the impedances at the first interface by conveniently choosing the $z$-origins $z_{SV,P}$?" The conditions of existence of such possibility are discussed theoretically in Appendix A.3 for the isotropic case and presented numerically on Fig. 8. For all the angles of incidence appearing in these figures in between two gray vertical zones, the reflection coefficient $\tilde{r}_0$ is rigorously zero since the values of the dimensionless relative positions $\delta h_{SV,P}$ have been chosen in accordance with Eq. (A.17). As predicted, around the Rayleigh conditions and close to the angle of incidence of $90^\circ$, the impedance can be totally matched such that the energy brought by the incident wave is totally transmitted inside the solid at the first interface. The values of the dimensionless relative positions are reported on Figs. 8a and 8b for the two inspected zones. The absolute value of the associated transmission coefficients $\tilde{g}_{0SV}$ and $\tilde{g}_{0P}$ are plotted on Figs. 8c and 8d. The
energy repartition between the two $P$- and $SV$-modes depends then on the inhomogeneous mode basis. Indeed, close to the Rayleigh angle, this energy repartition varies very rapidly in less than $0.2^\circ$ of angle variation, the energy is totally transmitted either to the $P$-mode at the left hand side or to the $SV$-mode at the right hand side (see Fig. 8-c).

In the case where the $z$-origins are chosen such that the symmetry of the problem is preserved, i.e. $z_{SV,P}=0$ and $\delta h_{SV,P}=h$, the reflection and transmission coefficients can be analyzed from Figs. 7-b to 7-d for increasing values of the plate thickness. On the one hand, the reflection coefficient $r_0$ tends to the classic solution $r_0$, and, on the other hand, the transmission coefficients $\tilde{y}_{SV}$ and $\tilde{y}_{P}$ tend to zero as far as the associated transmitted waves are inhomogeneous. For large values of the $h$ dimensionless parameter, one component of the wave displacement field at the upper interface, given by Eq. (12), tends to infinity, while the other component tends to zero. The transmitted inhomogeneous waves (sum of two bivectors) tend to the classical inhomogeneous waves (one bivector). The reflected (or transmitted) energy is then equal to unity (or zero).
Figure 7: The first reflection/refraction at the upper interface. (a) Square of the absolute values of the reflection coefficient $r_0$ (solid) and of the components $g_{0 SV}$ (dashed) and $g_{0 P}$ (dotted) of the transmission vector $g_0 = (g_{0SV} = 0, g_{0SV}, g_{0P})^T$ in the exponential basis, considering the interface positioned at $z = 0$. The reflection coefficient $r_0$ and the transmission vector $g_0$ in the alternative basis, with the dimensionless relative position of the interface with respect to the $z$-origins $\delta h_{SV} = \delta h_{P} = \delta h$, for (b) $|\delta h| < 0.1$ ($z$-origins near the interface), (c) $\delta h = \pm 1.5$, and (d) $|\delta h| > 50$ ($z$-origins far from the interface).
Figure 8: Perfect impedance matching occurs in the two zones (a) \(32.937^\circ \leq \theta \leq 33.089^\circ\) and (b) \(89.011^\circ \leq \theta \leq 89.781^\circ\) for specified dimensionless relative positions \(\delta h_{SV}\) (dashed) and \(\delta h_p\) (solid). The reflection coefficient \(\tilde{r}_0\) is zero and the square of the absolute values of the transmission coefficients \(\tilde{g}_{0,SV}\) (dashed) and \(\tilde{g}_{0,P}\) (solid) are drawn on (c) and (d).
4.3 First inner reflections/refractions

To complete the study let us examine the energy repartition between the upgoing and downgoing waves inside the plate. To this end, the absolute values of the coefficients associated with the reflected, transmitted, upgoing and downgoing waves, are plotted on Fig. 9 versus the angles of incidence.

On this figure it is observed first that for the Lamb modes $S_2$, $S_1$, $A_4$ and $S_0$, the upgoing and downgoing energies are both very large. This reveals the existence of strong interferences in the plate, which is the intrinsic nature of guided waves. Such interpretation would not be possible by using the classical inhomogeneous waves in the plate. However, it is of great importance to note that, although this interpretation seems to be very satisfying from a physical point of view, it is determined by the choice of the orthogonal basis referred to in the above discussion. A different choice would provide different relative energies between all the inner waves. Removing this ambiguity merits particular attention and additional efforts remain to be done for a better understanding of this point.

Second, let us focus our interest on the zone close to the Rayleigh angle which corresponds to a perfect matched impedance at the first interface for $\delta h_{sv,p} = h \approx 3.602$, as identified on Fig. 9a at $\theta \approx 33.087^\circ$. By comparing the energy repartition between the $p$- and $sv$-waves, it is noticeable that the quasi totality of the incident wave energy is transferred to the $sv$-wave. On the other hand, less than 2% of the energy is transferred to the upgoing waves. This means that the quasi totally of the energy is transmitted in the fluid by the first reflection/refraction at the second interface. For these specific conditions, the plate seems to be transparent, in a sense that all the energy brought by the incident wave in the upper fluid, is totally transmitted in the lower fluid, without any multiple reflections/refractions within the plate.

![Graph](image-url)

**Figure 9:** Global coefficients: $|r|^2$ (reflection, solid), $|t|^2$ (transmission, dash-dot), $|\tilde{g}_{up}|^2$ (upgoing energy, dotted) and $|\tilde{g}_{down}|^2$ (downgoing energy, dashed) for the dimensionless half-thickness $h \approx 3.602$, in the orthogonal symmetric basis ($z_{sv} = z_{p} = 0$).
5 Conclusion

The outcome of this study suggests a method to ensure the convergence of the series resulting from the multiple reflections/refractions, which give the total fields reflected and transmitted by an immersed plate. This method is based on the orthogonalization, in the sense of energy, of the basis of solutions formed initially by the harmonic homogeneous (or not) plane waves. When these initial components are inhomogeneous waves, the new basis vectors are composed by the sum of two harmonic inhomogeneous plane waves adequately chosen. Working in this new basis, it has been made clear that the series converges in any situation.

In addition to the systematic convergence of the Debye series, it also has been shown how the speed of this convergence can either increase or decrease by changing the arbitrary origins of the nonstandard inhomogeneous plane waves.

Beyond this obvious improvement of the convergence of the series, an interesting phenomenon has been observed for an aluminum plate immersed in water, for an incidence angle close to the Rayleigh conditions and for a fixed frequency associated to Lamb wave generation. In this case, the plate seems to be really transparent, in a sense that no energy stays in the guide.

Future works should be imagined on the basis of the present results. The extension to immersed solid of other geometries (cylinder, sphere) is a problem which without any doubt can be solved and which will maybe reveal other interesting phenomena, as the transparency of the solid medium. In the case of multiple scattering, when the thermal effects are taken into consideration, the closest objects, spherical or cylindrical most of the time, exchange energy among others interactions through thermal waves (e.g., [24]), these waves being inhomogeneous. The coupling between two objects created by such interactions should be revisited in the light of the work described in this paper.
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Appendix A  Detailed calculations for an isotropic plate

A.1  The exponential basis

Consider an isotropic plate of density $\rho_0$. The slownesses in the z-direction are:

$$\varsigma_1 = \varsigma_2 = \varsigma_T, \; \varsigma_3 = \varsigma_L, \; \varsigma_4 = \varsigma_5 = -\varsigma_T, \; \varsigma_6 = -\varsigma_L,$$

(A.1.a)

where

$$\varsigma_{L,T} = \begin{cases} \sqrt{\frac{1}{c_{L,T}^2} - s_x^2}, & c_{L,T} \; s_x < 1, \\ -i \sqrt{\frac{s_x^2 - 1}{c_{L,T}^2}}, & c_{L,T} \; s_x > 1, \end{cases}$$

(A.1.b)

c_L and c_T denoting respectively the longitudinal and transverse velocities.

By using dimensionless slownesses $\beta = c_T \sin \theta / c$, $\beta_L = c_T \varsigma_L$, $\beta_T = c_T \varsigma_T$, and $\beta_r = c_T \cos \theta / c$, the polarization matrix $\mathbf{\Xi}$ is expressed as follows to satisfy Eq. (A.8):

$$\mathbf{\Xi} = \sqrt{2} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\beta_T \sqrt{\beta_T} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\beta_L \sqrt{\beta_L} \end{pmatrix} \mathbf{I}_3 + \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -\beta_T \sqrt{\beta_T} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\beta_L \sqrt{\beta_L} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \mathbf{I}_3.$$

(A.2)

With the notations:

$$a = \rho \beta_L + \rho_0 \beta_r \left[ (2 \beta^2 - 1)^2 - 4 \beta^2 \beta_L \beta_T \right], \; b = \rho \beta_L - \rho_0 \beta_r \left[ (2 \beta^2 - 1)^2 - 4 \beta^2 \beta_L \beta_T \right],$$

$$c = 4 \rho_0 \beta_r \beta \left( 2 \beta^2 - 1 \right), \; d = \rho \beta_L + \rho_0 \beta_r \left( 2 \beta^2 - 1 + 4 \beta^2 \beta_L \beta_T \right),$$

(A.3)

and the dimensionless half-thickness of the plate $\mathbf{h} = \omega h / c_T = h / c_T$, we obtain the following reflection matrices:

$$\mathcal{R}_{\text{top}} = \begin{pmatrix} e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & e^{-i \beta_L \mathbf{h}} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \sqrt{\beta_T} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\sqrt{\beta_T} a & \sqrt{\beta_L} \sqrt{\beta_T} c \\ 0 & -\sqrt{\beta_L} \sqrt{\beta_T} b & \sqrt{\beta_T} \sqrt{\beta_L} d \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & e^{-i \beta_L \mathbf{h}} \end{pmatrix},$$

(A.4)

and

$$\mathcal{R}_{\text{bot}} = \begin{pmatrix} e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & e^{-i \beta_L \mathbf{h}} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \sqrt{\beta_T} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\sqrt{\beta_T} a & \sqrt{\beta_L} \sqrt{\beta_T} c \\ 0 & -\sqrt{\beta_L} \sqrt{\beta_T} b & \sqrt{\beta_T} \sqrt{\beta_L} d \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{-i \beta_T \mathbf{h}} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & e^{-i \beta_L \mathbf{h}} \end{pmatrix}.$$
Note that the complex slownesses $\beta$ such that the denominator $d$ is zero are associated to the leaky Rayleigh wave and to the Scholte wave (\cite{23} and \textit{e.g.}, \cite{24}).

The $(1,1)$--coefficient in the last two matrices corresponds to the SH wave which interacts neither with the $P$ and $SV$ waves in the plate nor with the acoustic wave in the surrounding fluid. The corresponding eigenvalues are $\pm \exp(-2i\beta_T \hbar)$. The convergence study made in this paper focuses on the $P$, $SV$ and acoustic waves which are interacting, \textit{i.e.} on the two-by-two bottom-right blocks of the last two matrices.

## A.2 Description of nonstandard progressive waves in isotropic elastic materials

In isotropic materials, the slowness in the $z$-direction is either real or imaginary, depending on whether the angle of incidence is greater or less than the first critical angle for whether the slowness in the $xy$-plane is greater or less than the cut-off value, Eq. (A.4).

If the slowness in the $z$-direction is imaginary, we obtain dimensionless attenuation coefficients $\gamma_{l,t} = c_T \sqrt{s_x^2 - 1/c_s^2}$ ($s_x = \sin \theta/c$) and the nonstandard progressive inhomogeneous waves are characterized by the following normalized polarization vectors $\mathbf{v}$ and Poynting vectors $\mathbf{P}$, from Eqs. (41), (42) and (A.2), with the $z$-origins $z_{sh}$, $z_{sv}$ and $z_p$, which can be different for each type of wave:

**SH waves**

$$\mathbf{v}_1(z) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho_0 c_T \gamma_T}} \begin{bmatrix} \cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sh}) - i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sh}) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.6.a)}

where $z$ is the dimensionless position $\omega z / c_T$ and $\delta z_{sh}$ the relative dimensionless position $\omega (z - z_{sh}) / c_T$ with respect to the origin $z_{sh}$,

$$\mathbf{v}_4(z) = -i \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho_0 c_T \gamma_T}} \begin{bmatrix} \cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sh}) + i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sh}) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.6.b)}

and

$$\mathbf{P}_{1,4}(z) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{c_T s_x}{\gamma_T} \cosh(2\gamma_T \delta z_{sh}) \\ 0 \\ \pm 1 \end{bmatrix}.$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.7)}

**SV waves**

$$\mathbf{v}_2(z) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho_0 c_T \gamma_T}} \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_T [\cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv}) + i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv})] \\ 0 \\ -c_T s_x [\cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv}) - i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv})] \end{bmatrix},$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.8.a)}

$$\mathbf{v}_5(z) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho_0 c_T \gamma_T}} \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_T [\cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv}) - i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv})] \\ 0 \\ c_T s_x [\cosh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv}) + i \sinh(\gamma_T \delta z_{sv})] \end{bmatrix},$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.8.b)}

and

$$\mathbf{P}_{2,5}(z) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{c_T s_x}{\gamma_T} \cosh(2\gamma_T \delta z_{sv}) (1 + 4\gamma_T^2) \\ 0 \\ \pm 1 \end{bmatrix}.$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.9)}
P waves

\[
\tilde{v}_3(z) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho c_T \gamma_L}} \begin{cases}
  c_T s_x \left[ \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) - i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) \right] & \gamma_L = \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) + i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) \\
  0 & \gamma_L = \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) - i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p)
\end{cases},
\]

(A.10.a)

\[
\tilde{v}_6(z) = i \sqrt{\frac{2}{\rho c_T \gamma_L}} \begin{cases}
  -c_T s_x \left[ \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) + i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) \right] & \gamma_L = \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) + i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) \\
  0 & \gamma_L = \cosh(\gamma_L \delta z_p) - i \sinh(\gamma_L \delta z_p)
\end{cases},
\]

(A.10.b)

and

\[
\tilde{P}_{3,6}(z) = \begin{bmatrix}
  \frac{c_T s_x}{\gamma_L} & \cosh(2 \gamma_L \delta z_p) \left(1 + 4 \gamma_L^2\right) \\
  0 & \pm 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(A.11)

A.3 Reflection and transmission coefficients at the first interface for nonstandard progressive waves

Only the case \( \theta > \theta_T \) is treated here and in the next section (both the P-waves and the SV-waves are inhomogeneous), with the relative dimensionless positions \( \delta h_p = \omega (h - z_p) / c_T \) and \( \delta h_{sv} = \omega (h - z_{sv}) / c_T \) and the following positive coefficients:

\[
1 = (2 \beta^2 - 1)^2; \quad m = 4 \beta^2 \gamma_L \gamma_T; \quad n = \frac{\rho \gamma_L}{\rho_0 \beta'}, \quad X = \exp(-2 \gamma_L \delta h_p) \quad \text{and} \quad Y = \exp(-2 \gamma_T \delta h_{sv}).
\]

(A.12)

Reflection coefficient \( \tilde{r}_0 \)

\[
\tilde{r}_0(X, Y) = \frac{(1 - m)(X Y - 1) + n (X - Y) + i \left[ (1 + m)(X + Y) - n (X Y + 1) \right]}{(1 - m)(X Y - 1) - n (X - Y) + i \left[ (1 + m)(X + Y) + n (X Y + 1) \right]}.
\]

(A.13)

Transmission coefficient \( \tilde{g}_0v \)

\[
\tilde{g}_0v(X, Y) = \frac{2 \sqrt{m n} X (1 + Y) + i \left[ 2 \sqrt{m n} X (1 - Y) \right]}{(1 - m)(X Y - 1) - n (X - Y) + i \left[ (1 + m)(X + Y) + n (X Y + 1) \right]}.
\]

(A.14)

Transmission coefficient \( \tilde{g}_0sv \)

\[
\tilde{g}_0sv(X, Y) = \frac{-2 \sqrt{m n} Y (X + 1) + \left[ -2 \sqrt{m n} Y (X - 1) \right]}{(1 - m)(X Y - 1) - n (X - Y) + i \left[ (1 + m)(X + Y) + n (X Y + 1) \right]}.
\]

(A.15)

Symmetries

\( X^{-1} = \exp(+2 \gamma_L \delta h_p) \) and \( Y^{-1} = \exp(+2 \gamma_T \delta h_{sv}) \) correspond to a symmetry with respect to \( z = h \) and:

\[
\tilde{r}_0(X^{-1}, Y^{-1}) = \tilde{r}_0(X, Y)^*; \quad \tilde{g}_0v(X^{-1}, Y^{-1}) = -\tilde{g}_0v(X, Y)^* \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{g}_0sv(X^{-1}, Y^{-1}) = -\tilde{g}_0sv(X, Y)^*.
\]

(A.16)
Perfect impedance matching ($\tilde{r}_0 = 0$)

There is uniqueness, up to sign, of the dimensionless positions $\delta h_p$ and $\delta h_{sv}$ such that the first reflection is zero [Eq. (A.13)]:

$$
\delta h_p = \pm \frac{1}{2\gamma_l} \log \left\{ \frac{21n + \sqrt{(1+m)^2 - n^2} [n^2 - (1-m)^2]}{n^2 - (m^2 - l^2)} \right\}
$$

$$
\delta h_{sv} = \pm \frac{1}{2\gamma_l} \log \left\{ \frac{2m n + \sqrt{(1+m)^2 - n^2} [n^2 - (1-m)^2]}{n^2 - (l^2 - m^2)} \right\}
$$

(A.17)

with the condition of existence: $l + m > n$ and $-n^2 < l^2 - m^2 < n^2$.

Note that $l^2 - m^2 = (2\beta^2 - 1)^2 - (4\beta^2 \gamma_l \gamma_T)^2$ is the Rayleigh polynomial and that the solution of $l = m$ corresponds to the Rayleigh wave (in vacuum).

### A.4 Reflection and transmission coefficients for nonstandard progressive waves

The relative dimensionless positions are $\delta h_p = \omega (h - z_p) / c_T$, $\delta h_{sv} = \omega (h - z_{sv}) / c_T$ for the upper interface and $\delta h_p = \omega (-h - z_p) / c_T$, $\delta h_{sv} = \omega (-h - z_{sv}) / c_T$ for the lower interface.

**Reflection coefficient** $\tilde{r}_{svsv}^{\text{top,bot}}$:

$$
\tilde{r}_{svsv}^{\text{top,bot}}(X, Y) = \frac{(l - m)(X Y + 1) + m (Y + X) \pm i [(l + m)(Y - X) + n (X Y - 1)]}{(l - m)(X Y - 1) + m (Y - X) \pm i [(l + m)(Y + X) + n (X Y + 1)]}.
$$

(A.18)

**Reflection coefficients** $\tilde{r}_{psv}^{\text{top,bot}}$, $\tilde{r}_{svp}^{\text{top,bot}}$:

$$
\tilde{r}_{psv}^{\text{top,bot}}(X, Y) = -\tilde{r}_{svp}^{\text{top,bot}}(X, Y) = \frac{\pm 4 \sqrt{l m X Y}}{(l - m)(X Y - 1) + m (Y - X) \pm i [(l + m)(Y + X) + n (X Y + 1)]}.
$$

(A.19)

**Reflection coefficient** $\tilde{r}_{pp}^{\text{top,bot}}$:

$$
\tilde{r}_{pp}^{\text{top,bot}}(X, Y) = \frac{(l - m)(X Y + 1) - n (Y + X) \pm i [(l + m)(-Y + X) + n (X Y - 1)]}{(l - m)(X Y - 1) + m (Y - X) \pm i [(l + m)(-Y + X) + n (X Y + 1)]}.
$$

(A.20)

**Transmission coefficients**: $\tilde{t}_{sv}^{\text{top}} = i \tilde{g}_{sv}$; $\tilde{t}_{sv}^{\text{bot}} = \tilde{g}_{sv}^*$; $\tilde{t}_{pp}^{\text{top}} = -\tilde{g}_{pp}^*$; $\tilde{t}_{pp}^{\text{bot}} = \tilde{g}_{pp}^*$. 
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